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EVERY MONTH
15 Deadline for submissions
due at ASTERISK.

20 Comments on ILoI of pre-
vious month due to RETIARIUS.

Items for Ansteorran Ga-
zette due to OBELISK.

25 MARCH -- RED TAPE MTG
Star Principal Applications due, cop-
ies to current Star Principal, Their
Majesties, and the Laurel Queen of
Arms
Star Principal has called a plenary
chapter meeting at Red Tape.  All
heralds, all levels, are encouraged to
attend.

15 APRIL -- LOCH SOLLIER
Crown Tourney -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 0200

13 MAY -- ELFSEA
Springfaire -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 0300

31 MAY
Asterisk Herald applications due,
copies to Star Principal and current
Asterisk.

17 JUNE -- STONEBRIDGE K’P
King’s College -- CoH meeting
re: ILoI 0400
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A LETTER FROM THE OBELISK HERALD
Greetings, and farewell!

It has been two years and eight months since I published my first Gazette for
Ansteorra and her heralds.  And this Gazette will be my last.  I had intended to publish
April’s issue before stepping down but real life and the outside world have conspired to
kill that idea.

It has been fun and educational, and most times you cannot ask for more than that.
Above all though, I am thankful for the people I have gotten to work with in this posi-
tion.  Ansteorra is blessed with knowledgeable, capable, caring heralds.  (I know, we all
get a little snarky at bad armory or really bad names from time to time but we genuinely
care.)  I’ll probably miss someone (and really regret it later) but...  Thank you to:

Kathri - for answering my questions about this office when I applied
Donal - for giving me this chance
Gwenllian - for advice, input, and first impressions (I was Obelisk for two months

before I met another CoH member and Gwenllian was the first)
Daniel - for your articles, your critiques, and for just being you
Crandall - for helping me teach my first warranting class and introducing me around
Dayib - for support and our conversations here in the far North
Francois - for all of the really long talks and all that was said
Borek - for being stable and for being there when I knew so few
Mari - for a fresh perspective and for handling all of that hard name stuff while I

learned about the much easier armory rules ;-)
Da’ud - for being a real person I could talk to
Jaelle - for your surprise visit to a local commenting party, wonders never cease
Darius and Rosalia - for being good people and such good people to work with
Lucais - for the humor and for actually asking me for advice (maybe I have learned)
Modar and AElfwyn - for the articles and the friendships

At this time the office of Obelisk Herald is not filled.  However, I have an emi-
nently capable emergency deputy in Lady AElfwyn aet Gyrwum.  Please support AElfwyn
in every way that you can until a permanent successor is found.  And, above all, please
send her the materials for April’s Gazette; her contact info is in the latest roster.  Appli-
cations for Obelisk are therefore still open.  If you would like to apply, please send a
copy of a current membership card to Lady AElfwyn and Star Principal along with an
application form (forms are online on the kingdom website).  No deadline date is set at
this time.

I would also like to thank some people that most of you do not know, but they are
the local reason I survived this office.  Thank you to:  Anna, Seamus, Declan, Livia,
Talana, Diarmuid, Catrin, Anton, Robert, Anawyn, Toinette, Christoph, Meagan, Caterina,
and Lynn.  And a special thank you to Rosamund who put up with me thru this.

Etienne, Obelisk
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A LETTER FROM ASTERISK HERALD

My greetings unto all of you.

I want to step down in June, so it is time to ask for applicants for the office of Asterisk Herald.  Applications will be
accepted until May 31, 2000, with the turn over of the office by the end of June.  Applications on paper should be mailed to the
Star Principal Herald, with a courtesy copy to me.

Asterisk is responsible for supervising the processing of heraldic submissions and fees during evaluation within Ansteorra.
With the current number of submissions coming in, it is unrealistic to expect one person to do all the tasks that are currently
included in the Asterisk office unless s/he is unemployed, indepently wealthy, or has a lot of help.  Between Armillary, Arbalest,
submission tables, and enthusiastic PE’s doing consultations instead of reports, we shouldn’t count on a drop in number of
submissions.  Therefore, it is probably time to reorganize the office of Asterisk.  I have discussed this with Lord Star and he
agrees.  We also agree that the next Star and the next Asterisk should make the final decision about this office.  We have some
ideas that we will give to the applicants for our offices, along with any ideas from others.

As currently constituted, the office requires:
A thorough understanding of the submission process, from initial consultation through communication of Laurel’s

decisions  (You don’t do it all, but you have to know about it.)
The ability to meet deadlines
The ability to make decisions about forwarding submission to Laurel or returning them
Reliable, frequent access to email, including transfer of attached files
Desktop publishing skills for text and line drawings  (A scanner is provided, but a computer is not.)
Tracking and communication skills for answering questions about status of submissions
Ability to accomplish or oversee delagates for monthly tasks: Evaluate submissions for fasttrack return, fasttrack

forwarding, or inclusion in the ILoI; Document fasttracks; Produce the ILoI; Distribute copies of forms (currently to Bordure
and Arbalest); Transmit fees to Kingdom Treasurer; Schedule, travel to, and moderate monthly decision meetings and document
those decisions in our files and in the Gazette; Document Laurel decisions in the Kingdom files; Post ILoI and kingdom decision
to Heraldic Web page; Keep the filing up to date.

Space for 2 four-drawer and 1 two-drawer filing cabinets, and 2 three-shelf bookcases (@ 28" W x 42" H x 15" D when
fully loaded)

Time to cope with all the above.

I’m not burned out on heraldry, and I’ll be able to turn the office over to my successor in good shape, but I’m burning out
fast on all the clerical tasks and deadlines.  (You can tell by all the additions and corrections in this Gazette.)  Now is the time to
volunteer!

In service to the heralds and submitters of Ansteorra,

Kathri, Asterisk

STATUS OF ILoIs

ILoI0899:  Discussed 10/16/99.  Results AG 11/99.
LoI 10/30/99.  Laurel meeting 2/12/2000.

ILoI0999:  Discussed 11/20/99.  Results AG 12/99.
LoI 12/31/99.  Laurel meeting 4/2/2000.

ILoI1099: Discussed 12/18/99.  Results AG 02/2000.
LoI 1/31/2000.  Laurel meeting est. 5/13/2000.

ILoI1199: Discussed 2/19/2000.  Results this Gazette.
LoI 2/29/2000.  Laurel meeting to be scheduled.

ILoI1299: Discussed 3/17/2000.  Results next Gazette.

ILoI0100: THIS ILoI DOES NOT EXIST.
COLLEGE ON VACATION JANUARY OF 2000.

ILoI0200: Comments due to Retiarius 3/20/2000.
Discussion Scheduled  4/15/2000 - Crown Tourney.

ILoI0300: This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 4/20/2000.
Discussion Scheduled  5/13/2000 - Elfsea Springfaire.

Oyez, Oyez, all voice heralds and other hams pray at-
tend.  A Voice Heraldry Triathlon will be held at the Southern
Regional Festival, April 1 (no, it's not an April Fool's joke), in
Ravensfort.  Contestants will be judged on Speed, Accuracy,
and Distance.  For more information, or to sign up as a com-
petitor, please contact AElfwyn aet Gyrwum by email at
jodimc@texas.net or by snail mail at 10404 Northampton, San
Antonio, TX 78230.  Everyone tells me getting me by phone is
impossible, but if you want to join the ranks of the frustrated,
you can try me at (210)690-9823.

Thanks,

Ælfwyn

A LETTER FROM ACTING OBELISK
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 0300

Corrections to ILoI 0200
Item 6, Catherine de Lance -- This blazon should read "Per
chevron argent and azure . . ." not "Per chevron azure and

argent...."

Item 16, Hans Faust -- This blazon should read "Argent, on a
chief triangular purpure a cross of Jerusalem argent, a base

wavy sable."  The original blazon omitted the tincture of the
chief.

1) Ariane Lancaster (Namron)
New name.  New device.

Per pale sable
and purpure, a
sun argent.

Documentation provided:
Ariane Preferred spelling.  Morlet (II p 21 under
Arianus) dates the masculine name "Arianus" to "A 878."
Lancaster Reaney & Wilson (3rd p 270 under
Lancaster) date "Ales Lankester" to 1565.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:. Minor changes only.  Sound is most important
but none given.  Desired gender is female.

2) Armando de la Cabanna (Steppes)
New device.  Name submitted in ILoI0899,

LoI1099.
Sable, a double-
bitted ax and on
a chief Or, a
mullet of five
greater and five
lesser points
sable.

3) Caitlín ferch Gwynora (Dragonsfire Tor)
New device. Name registered 11/93.

Per chevron wavy
argent and azure, a
rabbit courant to
sinister sable.

4) Catalina Ana de Salamanca (Bryn Gwlad)
New name.  New device.

Argent, a wagon
wheel azure, a
bordure vert.

Documentation provided:
Catalina Spanish feminine given dated to 16th

century in this spelling by Elsbeth Anne Roth (Kathy Van
Stone) at
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/spanish.html
accessed 1/29/00.
Ana Same as Catalina.
de Salamanca Spanish locative byname listed by
Juliana de Luna (Julia Smith), "Spanish Names from the
Late 15th Century," work in progress for imminent
publication.
Photocopies: Roth web site as listed.  Promised by
Bordure for Luna article before the LoI goes out.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Sound of standard
Spanish pronunciation of these names is most important.
Desired gender is female.
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5) Dominique Michelle le Vasseur (Steppes)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 2/99.

Argent, a
peacock
contourny and a
bordure invected
purpure.

Submission
history:

“Purpure, a peacock contourny argent" was returned in
kingdom 6/99 for conflict with Barony of One Thousand
Eyes (9/97) "(Fieldless) A peacock pavonated to base
contourny argent."

6) Donald MacDonald (Lindenwood)
New name.  New device.

Vert, three
sheep statant
argent.

Documentation provided:
Donald Withycombe 3rd ed. p 86 under Donald lists the
name dated in variant spelling back to 1346.  Black, p
214, dated the Gaelic variant of the Anglicized Donald to
the Book of Deer (c. 1100)
MacDonald Black, p 486 gives the Gaelic Mac
Dhomhnuill to mean "son of Donald" and dates variant
spellings from as early as 1251
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Scottish late period
language / culture is most important.  Desired gender is
male.

7) Elizabeth Curry (Brad Leah)
New household name Greymoore Pack.  New

badge.  Name registered 8/88 from Meridies.
 (Fieldless) A
tawny greyhound
courant contourny
winged azure and
carrying in his
mouth a hunting
horn vert.
[Asterisk: The
greyhound is
Crayola Classic
Marker brown.]

Documentation provided:
Greymoore Constructed English locative. Reaney &
Wilson (3rd ed.) p 203 under Grayland list Robert
Greyland 1290-1, William Greyland 1314-15, and John
Greyland 1338.  On page 494 under Wilmore they list
William de Wiltemore 1221, Thomas de la Wildemore
1275, and John atte Wildemor' 1327 with the meaning
"dweller by the waste fen."  We believe "Greymoore" to
be a reasonable construction.
Pack "a number of hounds, usually used together in a
hunt."  Word dated to 1175-1225 in various meanings by
Random House Unabridged (2nd ed., 1987).
Photocopies: None.
Changes: Minor changes only.

8) Elspeth de Forbeys (Steppes)
New change of primary name from Isobel

Margaret de Forbeys reg. 4/97.

Documentation provided:
Elspeth Black, 'Surnames of Scotland'
de Forbeys Grandfathered from previous
submission
Changes: Minor changes only. Language / culture
is most important, and changes requested for authenticity
to 13th Century Scottish Highlands.  Desired gender is
female.

9) Fathir von Trier (Brad Leah)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Fathir Swedish given.  Sveriges medeltida
personnamn, Häfte 6, F-Gerhard (Almqvist & Wiksell,
Uppsala 1980) p 1, column 1 under FADHER dates
"Fadhir" to 1387, "Father" to 1337, and "Fadher" to 1334
as nominative forms.  Also column 2 shows "Fathirson"
dated to 1352. "Fathir" would seem to be fine.
von Trier Bahlow (Dictionary of German Names,
English version) p 568 under Trier dates "Heinrich Trier"
to 1345.
Photocopies: Sveriges… as cited.
Changes:  Any. No preferences shown.
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10) Ginevra Rodney (Loch Soillier)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 9/93.

Argent ermined
vert, a wild
ginger flower
purpure.

Submission
history:

“Vert, on a lozenge argent a ginger flower purpure seeded
Or slipped vert” was returned by Laurel 4/94 for conflict
with Amber Lang (SCA 3/94) "Vert, on a lozenge argent
a cat sejant guardant sable."
[Asterisk: The previous submission contains photocopies
of Wildflowers of North America by F. D.Venning p .. 54-
55 showing a picture of this flower, identified as wild
ginger with a range of British Columbia to Santa Cruz
Mts of California.]

11) Johann von Sternberg (Falconridge)
New badge. Name registered 12/94.

Sable, five
compass stars
elongated to chief
and base in
chevron Or.

12) Jonathan Christian Clare (Steppes)
New change of primary name from Christian

Clare reg. 1/90.

Documentation provided:
Jonathan English masculine given dated to Nov
4, 1599 on p 82 of Garrett-Pegge, J. W., A transcript of
the First Volume, 1538-1636, of the Parish Register of
Chesham, Buckingham County, (London: Elliot Stock,
1904) Facsimile Reprint: (Bowie, MD: Heritage Books,
Inc., 1993)
Christian Grandfathered from previously
registered name.
Clare Grandfathered from previously registered name.
Photocopies: As cited.

Changes:  Any. Desired gender is male. Changes
requested for authenticity to Elizabeth English time
period.

13) Joseph Alfred Huddlestone (Bryn Gwlad)
New name.  New device.

Gyronny of four
from dexter chief
gules and sable, a
cross-crosslet
argent.  [Asterisk:
Yes, the top of the
field is gules.]

Documentation provided:
Joseph None
Alfred None.
Huddlestone The name of Huddleston / Huddlestone
is documented in the Cumbria region of England in 1223.
Reference book Ekwall, 3rd edition, p 244.
Photocopies: None.
Changes:  Any. Mid-13th century English language /
culture is most important.  Desired gender is male.
Changes requested for authenticity to 12th - 13th century.

14 Lowrens of Ross (Seawinds)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Lowrens found in this spelling in Barbour's The
Bruce, 1375, as listed in "Names in Barbour's Bruce" by
Bryan J. Maloney (1995) found at
http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/rialto/names-Scot-art.htl
accessed 1/18/2000.
of Ross locative byname from county Ross in Scotland.
Black p 700 under "Ross" dates this spelling to 1486 or
earlier.
Photocopies: Web page as cited.
Changes:  Any. Language / culture is most important,
and changes are requested for authenticity to 12th - 14th C
Scotland. Desired gender is male.
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15) Lucius Hadrianus (Bjornsborg)
New name.  New device.

Vert, on a pall
argent three frogs
facing to center
vert.

Documentation provided:
Lucius Morlet (II, p 716) lists "Lucius m. P01 Irm
XIX,32" under Lucius.  Also under Lucianus dates
Lucianus to A 484-507 and lists Lucius.
Hadrianus Bardas Xiphias, "Common Names of
the Aristocracy in the Roman Empire During the 6th and
7th Centuries" (under masculine given names) at
http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/byzantine/early
_byz_names.html accessed 1/29/00.
Photocopies: Web page as cited.
Changes: Minor changes only. Desired gender is male.

16) Reinne du Bois (Steppes)
New device. Name submitted in ILoI0899,

LoI1099.
Sable, a sword
bendwise
between two
suns in
splendor, a
bordure Or.

17) Ricardo Estaban de Salamanca (Bryn Gwlad)
New name. Resolution of outstanding questions

about the device arrived too late for this ILoI.  Device will
be in ILoI0400.

Documentation provided:
Ricardo spelling "Riccardo" dated to 1427 in Ferrante,
"Italian Names from Florence, 1427" at

http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/ferrante/catasto/na
mesf.t(rest truncated) accessed 1/29/00 at 1:11pm.
Estaban listed in Elsbeth Anne Roth "16th-century
Spanish Names" at
http:www.cs.cmu.edu/~kvs/mnames.html accessed
1/29/00 at 1:08pm.
de Salamanca Spanish locative byname listed by
Juliana de Luna (Julia Smith), "Spanish Names from the
Late 15t

h Century," work in progress for imminent
publication.
Photocopies: Ferrante and Roth web sites as listed.
Promised by Bordure for Luna article before the LoI goes
out.
Changes:  Minor changes to spelling of Ricardo if
necessary to register the name; no other changes accepted.
Sound is most important but none given.  Desired gender
is male.

18) Robert Moondragon (Bryn Gwlad)
New name.  New device.

Azure, on  saltire
between 4 bears
rampant Or,
another azure.

Documentation provided:
Robert Reaney & Wilson p 380 under "Robert" date this
spelling to 1066.
Moondragon Grandfathered to submitter as legal son
of Tivar Moondragon, reg. 5/80.
Photocopies: Birth certificate of submitter.  Name of
legal father matches legal name on submission form for
Tivar Moondragon.
Changes:  Any. No preferences marked.

REQUEST TO SUBMISSION HERALDS
AND SUBMITTERS

If you are paying for color photocopies, please pay a few more
cents to mail them flat.  If they are folded to mail in a standard
envelope, they crack along the crease.  That weakens the paper and
doesn't do the looks of the submission any good either.  These
forms are handled a lot between the time they are mailed and the
time they are registered and permanently filed.  There are two
submissions in ILoI 03/00 that may fall apart sometime during
processing.
Please don't fold the color photocopies.
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19) Sara Penrose (Steppes)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 4/99.

Or, a rose
proper within
an orle sable.

Submission
history:

Previous device was administratively returned in kingdom
11/98 for conflict with no documentation, while submitter
was Crown Princess.

20) Tatiana Elzbieta Laski of Krakow (Steppes)
New name.  New device.

Blue & white
diamond striped
field white
diamond, 3
cattails.
[Asterisk:  The
heads and
stems of the
cattails are
brown, the
leaves are
green, they are
on the white
diamond, the
next stripe is
blue and the

stripes alternate blue and white to the edge of the field.
This submission arrived with no consulting herald listed,
in a packet with work from several consulting heralds,
from a branch in which I believe the office of herald is in
transit.  Under the circumstances, the submitter has
evidently found it impossible to consult with a herald, and
has "Use(d) plain English if you don't know how to
blazon" as suggested on the form.  I was already short of
time when I discovered the problem, so the blazon is left
to the commenter as an exercise.]

Documentation provided:
Tatiana martyr from 225 AD; See Withycombe p 275.
Elzbieta daughter of Wladyslaw I Lokietek; see Norman
Davies's God's Playground: A History of Poland, Vol 1,
Diagram E.  Wladyslaw I ruled 1306-33.
Laski Jan Laski, Archbishop and Chancellor
(1455-1531); see Davies, ibid., p. 125.

Krakow city in Poland; See Webster Geographical
Dictionary, p. 573.
Photocopies: Davies as cited.
Changes:  Any. Polish language / culture is most
important and changes are requested for authenticity to
14t

h C Poland.  Desired gender is female.

21) Timothy of Glastinbury (Elfsea)
New name.  New device.

Azure billety
argent.

Documentation provided:
Timothy Bardsley p 490 under Living dates this
spelling to 1591.
of Glastinbury Locative byname dated to 1297 in this
spelling by James Johnson's Place Names of England and
Wales, p 274 under Glastonbury
Photocopies: Johnson as cited.
Changes:  Any. None. Minor changes only.  Sound
[which] Meaning [which] language / culture is most
important.  Desired gender is female. Changes requested
for authenticity to [where] [when].

22) Trahern ap Seru (Eldern Hills)
New name.  New device.

Gules, a point
azure, rising from
base a sea dragon
Or, orbed gules, a
chief embattled
Or.

Documentation provided:
Trahern "Trahaern" found in document by
Branwen Gwawr Awr, "Medieval Name Lists"
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The following was inadvertantly left out of the AICC
published in the December Gazette.  It did  pass kingdom and was
sent to Laurel with the December LoI:

Kay Leigh Drake (Steppes)
Change of primary name from Caley Drake registered 12/98.

Resubmitted device.
Or, in saltire two wolves salient contourny azure, on a chief

sable, three ermine tails Or.

Documentation provided:
Kay -- Reaney & Wilson (p 260 under Kay); Britus filius

Kay - 1199; from "OW Cai, MW Kai"
Leigh -- Bardsley (p 477 under Legh), dates and names cited

- Thomas Legh - 1580, Jane Leigh - 1617
Drake -- Bardsley (p 252 under Drake) names and dates

cited: Seman Drake - 1273, Stephen Drake - I Edw. III, Ricardus
Drake - 1379, Sarah Drake - 1645.  Also Reaney & Wilson (p 141
under Drake) names and dates cited:  Robert, David Drake - 1185,
1190.  Also grandfathered from currently registered name "Caley
Drake."

Photocopies: None needed.  (Ansteorra had advance notice

Seru "Seru" found in document by Branwen
Gwawr Awr, "Medieval Name Lists"
Photocopies: One page titled "Medieval Welsh Men's
Names" on which both Trahaern and Seru are listed.  No
publication information for document.  Three sources
identified:  (1) Williams, John, ed. Brut Y Tywysogion:
The Chronicle of the Princes of Wales, 681-1282, by
Caradoc of Llancarvan.  (London: Longman, Green,

Longman, & Roberts; 1860)  (2) Bromwich, Rachael, ed.
Trioedd Ynys Prydein (Triads of Britain). (Cardiff: 1961)
(3) plus a dozen texts of medieval Welsh stories / poems /
grammars. [Asterisk:  Source 3 cited exactly as on
document; I didn't summarize.]
Changes:  Any. Language / culture is most important,
and changes are requested for authenticity to 10th - 13th C
Welsh.  Desired gender is male.

FAST-TRACK ACCEPTANCES
[The following were fast-tracked onto the February Letter of Intent to Laurel.]

1) A nsteorra, Kingdom of, Heraldic title:
Argent Panther Herald

New title.  Construction follows pattern of heraldic
tincture + heraldic beast. This title is being registered with
the intent of transferring it to Donal O Dochartaigh as a
personal title for exceptional service.

2) A nsteorra, Kingdom of, Heraldic title:
Gullinkambi Herald

New title.  In Norse mythology, Gullinkambi (Golden
Comb) is the rooster that crows to wake the Gods for
Rangnarok. This title is being registered as a personal title
for Arenvald Keif av Kiersted for exceptional service.

3) Ansteorra, Kingdom of, Heraldic title:
Sable Roundel Herald

New title.  Construction follows pattern of heraldic
tincture + heraldic charge.  This title will be used for the
most recent Star Principal Herald after stepping down.
We feel that the alternate names for a roundel of this
tincture are inappropriate and may prevent ladies from
aspiring to the principal herald position in the future.
[Asterisk:  Note that we did not mention black holes.]

4) Kassandra vom Rhein
Resubmitted Name and resubmitted device.

Per bend
sinister Or and
vert, a stag’s head
erased contourny
proper and a
grapevine fructed
argent.

[NOTE: the stag's
head is entirely
dark brown,
antlers included.]

Resubmitted name. Resubmitted device. Minor changes
only.  German language / culture is most important.
Desired gender is female. Changes requested for
authenticity to German language / culture.  Submitted as
Cassandra von Rhein, the name was changed at kingdom
as follows:  the particle was corrected to vom (appropriate
in this instance) and Cassandra changed to a more
typically German form using "K".

Submission history:  This submitter’s name and device
(exactly as they appear here) was returned for lack of
forms in the January, 2000 LoAR. New photocopies of
the forms were created and included in the packet for this
LoI.  [Asterisk: Amongst some dark mutterings that the
forms may have gotten lost after they left kingdom..]
Kassandra:  Feminine given name.  The spelling
Cassandra is dated to 1182-1211 on p 86 of Reaney &
Wilson (3rd) under Cass.
vom Rhein:  German locative byname formed from the
name of the river Rhein.  “Rhein” is a header on p 455 of
Bahlow (English ed.). Brechenmacher, II:392, dates
Cuonrat ze Rine 1272 and Peter zu Rin to 1382.

A FASTTRACK CORRECTION

that Bardsley will be "no photocopy" in the near future, since we
helped Laurel get a copy of it.)

Submission history: "Per fess Or and azure, a wolf dormant
and another inverted counterchanged" was returned in kingdom 6/
98 for violation of the Laurel precedent against inverted animals.

Changes:  Minor changes only.  Sound "kay lee drake" is
most important.  Gender doesn't matter.
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ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 1199

Herewith follow the decisions made at Adlersruhe on
February 18, 2000.

Kathri, Asterisk
————————————————————————

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Outgoing Retiarius
Pursuivant, make most courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to
receive a copy of the collated commentary, you can
contact the new Retiarius, HL Estrill Swet, at:
Deborah Sweet
824 East 8th

Stillwater, OK  74074
405-624-9344 (no calls after 10 PM)
dssweet@okstate.edu

Perronnelle, Retiarius Emeritus
————————————————————————

Commenters for this issue:

Da’ud ibn Auda  –  al-Jamal Herald

Gawain of Miskbridge  –  Green Anchor Herald, Calontir

Magnus von Lubeck  –  Raven’s Fort

Maridonna Benvenuti  –  Comments on names in
November’s Gazette Sources:  DeFelice’s (Nomi and
Cognomi); Withycombe, 2nd edition; Reaney and Wilson
(R&W), 3rd edition; Fucilla’s Our Italian Surnames; and
References to English Surnames in 1601 and 1602.  F. K.
Hitching & S. Hitching (Hitching2).  Italian translation on
Amerinda provided by Arval.  Thanks Arval!

Bryn Gwlad  –  Names:  commentary by Gwenllian ferch
Maredudd, Salvatore, Johann Kiefer Hayden, Andri de
Chartres, Daniel de Lincoln (y’r humble scribe and first-
person comments).  We checked all armory against the 8th
edition Ordinary.  We found no conflicts unless noted.
Devices:  Conflict Checking done by Lady Mari, Lady
Pegasus, and HL Salvador.

————————————————————————

1.  Adriana Margherita di Betto  (Wastelands)
new name; new device; Per fess vert and pean, in chief a lion

dormant Or armed gules.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  “With regard to small details on animals, such as

claws and teeth, these really shouldn’t clutter up the
blazon unless really necessary.  ...  Rather than clutter up
the blazon it is much better to just use the space for notes
to the scribe or artist on the picture sheet to detail just how
to color the small details.”  (Wilhelm von Schlüssel,
Cover Letter 18 March 1980, p. 1)  This is especially true
when, as here, the arming is the default (gules).

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  Adriana is also found in De Felice’s Nomi, p. 45,

under “Adriano”, though no date for the feminine form is
given.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 5 under Adriana gives it as a

female form of Adrian used very rarely and mentions it
from Shakespeare’s Comedy of Errors.  Under Adrian it is
given as the name of a Roman emperor and several popes.
The English pope Adrian IV died 1159 and a saint Adrian
is found in England in 1539.  Withycombe page 206 under
Margaret dates Margareta to 1189 and 1273 and gives
Margherita as the Italian form.  Fucilla, Our Italian
Surnames, page 34 gives Betto from Benedetto, Jacobetto,
Elizabetto as an example of forming pet names from the
middle letters of a word.

[Device]  Compare with Aenor de Winchester December
1983:  “Gyronny wavy gules and argent, a lioness
dormant coward Or.”  There is one CD for the field but
none for moving the lion since the move is forced to avoid
the Or spots of the pean field.

Maridonna Benvenuti
[Name]  Adriana-(Nomi) “feminine of Adrian…; it is a

religious name, connected with the cult of several saints
and in particular of Sant Adrian di Nicomèdia martyred
under Emperor Diocletian, 287-305 A.D.  Saint Adrian of
Nicomedia is patron of Mango and Matelica:  the cult is
attested also of two toponimi Sant’ Adrian di Mango and
of Marradi),,,, of Latin inheritance.”  Margherita- (Nomi)”
n. Margherita notes Saint Margherita of Cortona, died
1297.”  In Italy double given names were used very late in
period.  If her persona is 14-15th C, she needs to choose
one given name.  Betto- (Nomi) n.Betta. Betta and Betto
in the North and more frequently in Lombardy and
Tuscany where the diminutive is Bettina or Bettino and is
the diminutive of Elisabetta with the abbreviated ending -
betta, while the masculine can be of Jacobetto or
Zanobetto and is from Benedict (like otherwise attests to a
document of Florence of the 1300’s “Antonio di Betto…of
Benedict”).  The patronymic could also be Betti.
(Cognomi & Fucilla)

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Unable to find Adriana in Italy, however Adrian is

the name of several Popes, Pope Adrian I (772-795) thru
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Pope Adrian VI ( 1523-1534) taken from The Medieval
Papacy by L. Elliot Binns.  Also the name of Saint Adrian
of Nicodemia

[Device]  “Armed gules” is an artistic detail the SCA doesn’t
blazon.  It would probably be better with a few more
ermine spots, smaller tails, and larger dots.  If it were a
forced move to chief for the lion, it would conflict with
Aénor de Winchester.  However, note Maredudd Angharad
ferch Gwenhyfar, 1/92, “Erminois, a cat rampant sable
and in chief two crescents azure”, Akilina Ioanna
Rostislavova, 10/95, “Quarterly azure ermined argent and
sable, a Russian wolfhound courant bendwise between in
bend sinister two gamecocks argent”, and lots of other
examples where a charge of a tincture overlaid a section
ermined of that tincture, so the move to chief is not forced.

————————————————————————
1. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel, no changes.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel, reblazoned “Per fess vert and
pean in chief a lion dormant Or.”
————————————————————————

2.  Aislynn Crystyn  (Steppes)
resub badge; (Fieldless) A card-pique inverted Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  Consider the badge of Constance le Royer de la

Tour, Azure, a tower argent issuant from a heart Or.
There is a CD for fieldless vs fielded; but how big is that
tower in Constance’s badge?  How different does it look
from a card pique inverted?  A similar count problem
occurs versus Titus the Archer, Vert, a sheaf of five arrows
surmounted by a heart Or.  Whether there is a second CD
depends upon how prominent the arrows are.  Consider
also Karl von Schattenburg, A seeblatt Or.  Again, we
have the fieldless difference, but is there another between
a seeblatt and a card pique inverted?  “We give no
difference between a heart and a seeblatt.”  (Jaelle of
Armida, LoAR June 1999, p. 10)

Bryn Gwlad
Name reg. 7/91.
————————————————————————
2. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel since all of the identified
problems need visual checks or a Laurel ruling.
————————————————————————

3.  Amerinda da Praga  (Bjornsborg)
new name; new device; Vert, on a pile wavy throughout

argent, a crescent vert.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Piles issue from the chief, not from the corners of

the chief.  Blazon fu: Argent chaussé wavy, a crescent
vert.  Consider the registered device of Morgana Bro
Morgannwg, Or, seven stalks of wheat sable issuant from

a crescent vert.  There is a CD for the changes to the field,
but any other difference must come from the issuing stalks
of wheat.  If these are equivalent to a maintained charge,
then we lack the second necessary CD.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The pile is not correctly drawn:  it should not be so

broad at the top as to reach the corner of the escutcheon.
Narrow it to about half the width shown.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Consolato Generale d’Italia references Praga as the

spelling.  http://www.italconsul.org.br/italia/links9.htm
gives the Italian Institute of Culture at Praga in the Czech
Republic at http://www.anet.cz/italcult/.  This is the
modern Italian spelling of the Bohemian city.

[Device]  The wavy needs to be drawn with fewer and larger
waves.  Compare with Frank the Fortunate January 1991:
“Vert, on a pile engrailed argent between two annulets Or,
a quatrefoil slipped vert.”  There is one CD for adding the
annulets but none for the tertiary.  The difference between
wavy and engrailed may be worth a second CD.  Compare
with Frank the Fortunate August 1983: “Vert, on a pile
engrailed throughout argent a natural leopard’s face vert.”
There is no CD for the changes to tertiary and the
difference between wavy and engrailed is questionable.
Compare with Cailean McArdle April 1993: “Vert, on a
pile indented argent a sword inverted gules.”  “It [is]
doubtful whether a full point of difference should be
granted for the difference between the partition line
indented and the wavy ...  Certainly, a comparison of the
emblazons suggests a visual conflict. (LoAR 23 April 88,
p. 21)”  This would give no CD for indented vs. wavy and
only one CD for the tertiary changes.

Maridonna Benvenuti
[Name]  Amerinda (Nomi) - n.Almerino.  “Distributed in the

north and center, several concentrations in various forms,
but the largest in Abruzzo and Campania (and here most
compactly, (word typoed, unidentifiable) in the form
<Almerindo> or <Amerindo>), this is an onomastic group
based on a proposed interpretation, on a hypothesis that is
only probable.  The forms grouped here may derive from
variants and alterations of the name <Amerio>, or from
other names of Germanic origin with similar formation,
already altered in the Middle Ages by a series of (unsure,
perhaps “explicit additions”) and hybrids that cannot be
reconstructed because of the scarcity of ancient
documentation.”  Amerinda could be an Italian name
similar to her own Czech name or she could have chosen
an entirely different given name, if nothing was similar.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  No documentation found on the given name.  The

formation of Amerinda as the Fem of Almerino is
illogical.  Romance languages form feminimes by
changing the final o to an a , so the fem of Almerino
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should be Almerina.  I do not recommend this but have
not had time to conference with other Romance language
specialists on this name.  I know that in Iberia it is not
found, nor logical.

[Device]  According to Parker, http://www04.u-page.so-
net.ne.jp/ta2/saitou/ie401/Jpglossc.htm, this is “Argent
chaussé wavy, a crescent vert”.  However, it also needs to
be conflict-checked against both “Vert, on a pile wavy
argent a crescent vert” and “Per chevron inverted wavy
argent and vert, a crescent vert”, because we give no CDs
between them.  (At least there’s this from Da’ud 2.1 prec.
s.v. Pile, “[Returning Azure, a pile inverted ployé argent
ermined azure between two cups Or.]  Conflict with ... Per
chevron sable and ermine, in chief two cups covered Or.
There is only one CD for the changes to the field, as we
have traditionally not granted difference between per
chevron, chapé and a pile inverted.  [5/94, p.19]”.
Presumably this holds for the inverted versions too.  The
waves should be larger and fewer.

————————————————————————
3. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel, reblazoned “Argent chaussé
wavy, a crescent vert” with request for visual check vs.
Morgana Bro Morgannwq, “Or, seven stalks of wheat sable
issuant from a crescent vert.”
————————————————————————

4.  Barnabas Thorns  (Torre de los Brazos)
new name; new device; Per bend sinister sable and argent, a

hawk migrant to sinister argent and a peacock feather
bendwise sinister proper.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  F.K. & S. Hitching, References to English Surnames

in 1601 and 1602, Genealogical Publishing, Baltimore,
1998, gives Thornes from Yorkshire 1602.

[Device]  A peacock feather proper is azure and vert.

Maridonna Benvenuti
[Name]  I believe Thorns is reasonable, but I prefer the

Thornes spelling.  Good name.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Barnabas common throughout period in England

see Withycombe.  Thorns – Reany and Wilson 2nd ed pg
346 under Thorn Magge de Thornes 1275.

[Device]  A peacock feather proper.  CoA Glossary, table 3,
gives a tincture for a peacock as a whole, “Mostly blue
and green with ‘eyes’ in the tail”, though Caitlyn Emrys,
10/94 LoAR, An Tir ret., has “As noted before, a peacock
proper has a vert body.”; originally from Bruce prec. s.v.
Bird — Peacock — which also has “There [is] little
difference between a peacock proper and a peacock azure
[i.e., not a CD]. (Caitlyn Emrys [again], September, 1993,
pg. 20)”.  Poor Caitlyn; got it coming and going.  LoAR 5/
96, Malcolm Rorie Rowntree, Drachenwald ret., “Peacock

feathers proper should be mostly blue and green.”.  I’d say
the feather could be anywhere between green and blue
inclusive.  However, if it’s one specific tincture, it should
be blazoned as such.

————————————————————————
4. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “Per bend sinister
sable and argent, a hawk migrant to sinister argent and a
peacock feather bendwise sinister vert.”
————————————————————————

5.  Brian Aaron Cameron  (Bryn Gwlad)
resub device; name reg 05/99; Per bend sinister rayonny vert

and ermine.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  He’s been told there should be fewer rayons.
————————————————————————
5. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

6.  Etienne de St. Amaranth  (Northkeep)
resub device; name reg 04/98; Per bend enhanced purpure

and argent, a lit candle argent and a love-lies-bleeding
flower gules, slipped and leaved vert.

Gawain of Miskbridge
I’d bet it was actually registered as “Etienne de Saint

Amaranth.”
[Device]  Do we allow “per bend enhanced” as a partition?

Bryn Gwlad
The registered form of the name is Etienne de Saint

Amaranth.  Laurel avoids registering scribal abbrev., tho a
few sneak thru.

[Device]  No “per bend enhanced” has been registered since
1979.  I thought I saw it in Foster’s once, but I don’t now.
If it’s viewed as a sinister point (tho it is a bit large for
that), then LoAR 12/93, Ansteorra ret., Constance
Caterina of Padua, “Argent, two catamounts sejant
respectant sable and in chief two points gules”:
<<“Although all three `points’ are mentioned in heraldic
tracts, in practice only the base one appears to have been
used; and even in the tracts, the dexter and sinister points
are described as abatements of honor, to be used
separately, and not in conjunction.”  (Da’ud ibn Auda,
LoAR 4/92, p. 19)  No documentation was presented to
contradict this precedent.  As a consequence, the
precedent disallowing the use of dexter and/or sinister
points remains in place.>>

————————————————————————
6. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel with supporting documentation
for the "per bend enhanced" line of division.
————————————————————————
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7.  Falconridge, Stronghold of
new badge; name reg 01/96; Per chevron argent and Or, a

chevron purpure.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge] Andri de Chartres, a herald at the meeting,

recognized it as a conflict with his “Per chevron argent
and Or, a chevron sable”, name and device reg. 10/99.
Given that a branch tends to put such a badge on lots of
things, and given that they’re nearby, he will not give
permission to conflict.

————————————————————————
7. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Returned for conflict.  (See Bryn Gwlad.)
————————————————————————

8.  Frances vom Grünwald  (Torre de los Brazos)
new device; name reg 09/92; Azure, on a plate a heart gules

within a bordure embattled argent.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Ideally, the bordure would be drawn thicker, and

the large charges in the center would therefore have to
shrink.

————————————————————————
8. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.  The submitter will be advised
that it would be better style if the “teeth” of the embattlement
were not drawn quite so deep.
————————————————————————

9.  Giulietta di Giacomo  (Torre de los Brazos)
new name; new device; Per bend sinister purpure and argent,

a wing sinister argent and a griffin rampant sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The charge in dexter chief is not a “sinister wing”,

it is the default [dexter] wing.  Griffins (like dragons and
other winged monsters) are generally blazoned as
segreant, heraldic shorthand for “rampant, wings elevated
and addorsed”.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  The given name is found in De Felice’s Nomi, p.

195, under “Giulio”.  He says its popularity is in part due
to that of Shakespeare’s play and all its spinoffs.  He
specifically refers to the 19th C. but doesn’t say it didn’t
occur before then.

[Device]  Looks like a dexter wing to me, though it would fit
its space better if it were a sinister wing.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  The source is the name Giacomo de Argentina at the

URL http://www.s-gabriel.org/docs/italian15m.html
[Device]  The griffin’s default is rampant so it need not be

blazoned.

Maridonna Benvenuti
[Name]  Giulietta (Nomi) - “The high frequency of the

feminine diminutive Giulietta is concentrated in Tuscany
and the North, and was motivated in the 1800’s by the
traggedia of W. the Shakespeare “ Romeo and Juliet of the
1597, and from the numerous dramatic, lyrical and
cinematographic works it inspired.”  The use of Giulietta
appears to be post period.  Maybe the client should
consider the name Giulia or Giulianna.  Giulianna can be
found in Online Catasto of Florence of 1427.  http://
www.panix.com/~mittle/names/arval/catasto.  Giacomo -
(Nomi) Italian for James.  Another patronymic is Giacomi.
(Cognomi & Fucilla)

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “a dexter wing argent and a griffin segreant”.

While griffins rampant have been registered, “segreant” is
more standard for winged quadrupeds.

————————————————————————
9. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as submitted.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “Per bend sinister
purpure and argent a dexter wing argent and a griffin
segreant sable.”
————————————————————————

10.  John of Severn  (Bryn Gwlad)
new badge; name reg 12/91; (Fieldless) A lion passant

guardant argent.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  Conflict with Roswitha of Suanesfeld January 1999

[from Atlantia]: “(Fieldless) A lion statant guardant
argent.”

————————————————————————
10. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  Returned for conflict.  See Magnus.
————————————————————————

11.  Lasairfhiona ní Dhoineannaigh  (Torre de las Brazos)
new badge; name reg 10/90; (Fieldless) On a flame proper, a

goblet Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  Laurel discussed the correct depictions of “flames

proper” in the Cover Letter to the LoAR of April 1995, p.
3.  Among acceptable depictions were the following three
examples:
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The difficulty with the submission here, of course,
is that “flames proper” will be “effectively a neutral
charge, approximately half Or and half gules”. (Da’ud ibn
Auda, Cover Letter to the LoAR of April 1995, p. 3)  A
gold chalice will have no contrast whatsoever with half
the flames and end up being unidentifiable on them.  Just
as one cannot place an argent charge on a field “lozengy
purpure and argent”, one may not place an Or charge on
“flames proper”, which are effectively half Or.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Badge]  A flame proper has gules and Or flames and a

goblet Or would lose contrast against it.

Bryn Gwlad
[Badge]  Please note Seumas Camshronach an Lochabair

(10/98), “Sable, a chamfron Or enflamed proper.”  Since
that was after Da’ud’s ruling changing “enflamed”, this
probably has little gouts of flame all over.  Thus, it’s
probably clear of the instant submission.  Gwenllian says
that this flame is fine for what she’s doing.

————————————————————————
11. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Returned for lack of identifiablity of the gold goblet
against the proper flame.
————————————————————————

12.  Lavina del Bakhous  (Glaslyn)
new device; name reg 07/98; Azure, a chevron gules

fimbriated argent, overall three stalks of wheat conjoined
at the base Or.

Gawain of Miskbridge
Her name was indeed registered 7/98, but as “Lavinia del

Bakhous.”
[Device]  The blazon would be less awkward as “Azure, a

chevron gules fimbriated argent surmounted by three
stalks of wheat conjoined at the base Or.”

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  “conjoined in pile” is a little more standard and

precise.
————————————————————————
12. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “Azure, a chevron
gules fimbriated argent, overall three stalks of wheat
conjoined in pile Or.”  Name spelling corrected on forms.
————————————————————————-

13.  Lete Bithespring  (Steppes)
resub device; name reg 06/97; Vert, on a hurt fimbriated a

butterfly Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  In a recent return of Gules, a cross Or, overall on a

lozenge sable fimbriated an estoile all within a bordure
Or, Laurel stated: “This device is returned for violating

rule XI.4: Arms of Pretense.  The fimbriation makes the
lozenge appear to be charged with a bordure.”  (Elsbeth
Anne Roth, LoAR September 1999, p. 9)  This roundel
may have the identical problem.

————————————————————————
13. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Returned for violation of Laurel definition of
pretense.
————————————————————————

14.  Philip White  (Steppes)
resub device; name reg 01/99; Azure semy of oak leaves

inverted Or, a bend wavy argent.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Nicely proportioned.
————————————————————————
14. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel.
————————————————————————

15.  Rayya al-Kurtubiyya  (Northkeep)
resub name; unpended device, pended 03/99; Azure, three

falcons displayed, a bordure engrailed argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  The name certainly appears to be correctly formed.

It should be fine, meaning literally “Rayya the Cordoban”.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  These can be distinguished from eagles only with a

magnifying glass.  If it’s important that they be falcons,
they should be close, belled and jessed.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Construction fine go with Master Daud.  No

documentation for use of name elements in period.
[Device]  In period, the only raptors displayed were eagles.

Any standard eagle crest is hard to see at this scale.

Consider Karl Habicht von Ammergau (6/92), “Azure,
three swallows migrant within a bordure argent”.  1 CD
for the field.  Kingdom 3/99 gave 1 CD for the posture,
but that was an error.  Bruce prec., s.v. Bird — Eagle and
Falcon: “[In pale a bird migrant and a <charge>] This
conflicts with [An eagle displayed].  There’s a CD for the
charge in base.  There’s no heraldic difference between
displayed and migrant.”  (Rowena MacDonald, June,
1993, pp. 19-20)

As for type, Jaelle bootleg s.v. Bird: “[Duck close
contourny vs. eagle close to sinister] There is only one
CD, for the bordure.  There is nothing for type of primary
charges.  In particular I note that in the LoAR of 9/92
Laurel wrote, in the context of comparing an eagle close
vs. a dove close, `Prior Laurel precedent has granted no
difference for bird type, when the birds are in identical
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postures. In this case, when the eagle isn’t displayed, it
loses most of the traits that let it be identified as an eagle.’
(Jaelle of Armida, LoAR November 1996, p. 14)”

On the other hand, from Da’ud 2.1 prec., <<[Registering
Gules, a sea-swallow migrant between three quatrefoils
argent.]  Clear of ... Gules, an eagle displayed argent.
There is a CD for the addition of the secondary charges,
and another for the difference in type of bird.  (Blazoned
on the LoI as a “tern”, that term is post-period, dating to
1678, and it was felt that [a] sea-swallow would be more
likely to be drawn with the forked tail, thus helping the
difference from an eagle.  This difference is probably
necessary here, since we do not grant difference between
an eagle and a generic “bird”.)  [6/94, p.5]>>

I gather that it’s a “natural sea-swallow” rather than a
heraldic one (a swallow with a fish tail).  I don’t know
how regular swallows differ visually from sea-swallows.
Judgment for Laurel?  If so, mention the sea-swallow
prec. on the LoI.

————————————————————————
15. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded as submitted.
Device:  Forwarded for a Laurel call (see Bryn Gwlad).
————————————————————————-

16.  Stephen Hawkins  (Wastelands)
new name; new device; Per bend argent and counter-ermine,

a hawk striking sable, a bordure counterchanged.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  A “hawk striking” will have its head down, looking

at its intended prey.  Because the hawk here has its head
facing up, it should be blazoned as rising.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  The name conflicts with the famous astrophysicist

from Cambridge, England.  Stephen Hawking is very well
known for his scientific work, from his documentary
series on the BBC and PBS and has even portrayed
himself on the Star Trek series.  He is also a notable
science author and certainly far more widely known than
most of the names we protect.

In the Microsoft Encarta Stephen Hawking has his own
entry.  http://encarta.msn.com/find/
Concise.asp?z=1&pg=2&ti=011BE000

Hawking, Stephen William (1942- ), British theoretical
physicist, born in London.  He is known for attempting to
unite general relativity theory with quantum mechanics
and for contributions to cosmology.  Hawking’s research
indicates that general relativity supports the big bang
theory of the creation of the universe.  He has also done
much work on the black hole concept and written A Brief
History of Time (1988).  Hawking has amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, an incurable disease of the nervous system.

You can leave out the text of the article if you need to for
space.  I just wanted to make sure the fact that this name
has its own entry in modern encyclopedias is put in
commentary.

[Device]  The fur is unrecognizable on the bordure as drawn
and this bordure is far too narrow.

Maridonna Benvenuti
[Name]  Stephen - Withycombe shows Stepahnus in 1273;

Steven 1450, 1515; Steyvn 1450, 1440.  Hawkins -
Hitching2 shows Hawkins (1601) from Bitton,
Gloucestershire and Stapleton and Selattyn, Shropshire.
R&W s.n. Hawkin, Hawken, Hawking, Hawking,
Hawkins, Havekin shows Margery Haukyns in 1327.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Would return for conflict with Mr Stephen

Hawkings.  He is the noted disabled man whom as far as
we know has the highest IQ of any living person.  Enough
people know him by name to warrant this.

It is truly a shame that Stephen Hawkings is such a
famous physicist, as this submission was probably not
intended to conflict.

[Device]  Grow the bordure, especially given the ermine
spots on it.  It would probably be better to shrink the
ermine tails and grow the dots.

Asterisk
[Name] Further consultation with the submitter has resulted

in a request to add the locative “of Eforde” to the name,
to clear conflict with the famous physicist.  Eforde is
documented by Speed on a map of Devonshire, (p. 66,
probably drawn in 1610) which shows a village/town
named Eforde near the mouth of the river that divides
Devonshire from Cornwall. Citation is from Speed, John,
“The Counties of Britain” (London: Pavilion Books Ltd,
1988), a reproduction of a 1616 atlas by John Speed -
most maps drawn in 1610.  HL Mari will see that the
proper photocopies are sent to Laurel.

[Device] The submitter has agreed to draw the bordure wider
and the ermine spots smaller in the future.

————————————————————————
16. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel expanded to: Stephen Hawkins
of Eforde.
Device: Forwarded to Laurel, reblazoned “Per bend argent
and counter-ermine, a hawk rising sable, a bordure
counterchanged.”  The submitter has agreed to draw the
bordure wider and the ermine spots smaller in the future.
————————————————————————
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17.  Stephen MacThomas  (Gate’s Edge)
resub badge; name reg 09/99; (Fieldless) Three towers

conjoined in pall azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  I’m not sure that “three towers conjoined in pall”

(we should specify that they are also bases to center, else
the bottommost tower might not be drawn as inverted)
would have that empty triangle in the center.  Certainly
other charges conjoined in this way do not; witness, for
example, the arms of the Isle of Man, Gules, a triskelion
of armored legs argent, where the legs are conjoined
without the field showing through in the center where they
are conjoined.  What the emblazon looks more like is
“Three towers in pall bases to center azure charged with a
triangle [omni-tinctured]”, which is not registrable.
Returning (Fieldless)  An equal-armed Celtic cross vert
pierced of a mullet], Laurel said “The ‘piercing’ of the
cross here is essentially an attempt to use a tinctureless (or
rather, omni-tinctured) tertiary charge.  Such have been
disallowed for some time.  ‘It is not possible to eclipse
something `of the field’ on a fieldless badge.’  (Da’ud ibn
Auda, LoAR February 1991, p. 18)  It is true that we have
registered fieldless badges consisting of a charge which
has been pierced, but in these cases the piercing was part
of the definition of the charge (e.g., a mascle, a rustre) and
can hardly be considered as being in the same category as
a ‘cross pierced of an (omni-tinctured) mullet’.”  (Da’ud
ibn Auda, LoAr January 1996 p. 25)

————————————————————————
17. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “..in pall, bases to
center, azure” with center of badge made solid blue, as
authorized by the submitter.  [Asterisk:  He also authorized
filling the center with a smiley face if it would get him the
badge, but we agree that blue is better.]
————————————————————————

18.  Stephen MacThomas  (Gate’s Edge)
new badge; name reg 09/99; (Fieldless) A compass star

pierced within and conjoined to an annulet azure.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Badge]  The “piercing” here is nearly the size of an

“eclipsing”.  A “mullet pierced” has a relatively small hole
in the center, as do foils pierced.  The size of the hole here
should be about 1/4 what is drawn here.

————————————————————————
18. COLLEGE ACTION:
Badge:  Forwarded to Laurel with the hole made smaller.
————————————————————————-

19.  Thorvald Egilsson  (Northkeep)
resub device; name reg 09/92; Sable, two javelins in saltire

and a ram’s head contourny erased Or.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The emblazon shows generic spears, or perhaps

boar-spears, rather than javelins.  See the PicDic for more
information.

Bryn Gwlad
His 4/94 device sub was indeed lost.  1/97 item 10, returned

3/97, was labeled “device” in the ILoI but was actually a
fieldless badge.

[Device]  We judged this to be a single group of primaries,
and thus “Sable, in pale a pair of javelins in saltire and a
ram’s head contourny erased Or”.

————————————————————————
19. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “Sable, two spears
in saltire and a ram’s head contourny erased Or.”
————————————————————————

20.  Wynfrith of Mooneschadowe  (Northkeep)
resub device; name reg 09/92; Or, a chevron azure, overall a

winged serpent erect gules.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  “A pithon is a reptilian monster, essentially a bat-

winged snake.”  (Pictorial Dictionary, 2nd ed., #571)  A
“winged serpent” would by default have a bird’s feathered
wings.  We should go ahead and reblazon this as a pithon,
which is a period charge (it’s a variant of the wyvern).  Or,
a chevron azure, overall a pithon erect gules.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  Blazon fu:  “Or, a chevron azure surmounted by a

pithon erect gules.”

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  The chevron needs to be wider.  Since the snake

has bat wings this would be blazoned a pithon.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  It’s a “pithon erect”.  Feed the chevron.
————————————————————————
20. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned “Or, a chevron
azure, overall a pithon erect gules.”
————————————————————————

Please note the following submission status update:
Gavin McKitrick, new name, new device.
ILoI 9908 Item 13
Listed as returned because submitter had specifically
requested an Irish name, and device pended / returned for an
acceptable name.  Submitter promptly changed his request
from Irish to Scot, which made the submission perfectly
acceptable.  The forms were changed, a copy of his email
was attached, and his submission rejoined its fellows in
LoI1099.  Please change records for name and device to
"Forwarded to Laurel 10/99."
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